
2019 NFHS FOOTBALL 
RULES REMINDERS
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Rules Reminder

GAME CLOCK OPTION
RULE 3-4-7

 With less than 2 minutes left in the half and the game clock running, A 
false starts (MechaniGram A). The offended team may choose to start 
the game clock on the snap (PlayPic B).
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Rules Reminder:

RULE 3 - SECTION 4  STARTING AND STOPPING THE CLOCK

ART. 7 . . . When a penalty is accepted with less than two minutes remaining in either half, the offended team will have 
the option to start the game clock on the snap. …

Comment on Slide:

Rule change in 2017.  The committee added an option for the offended team on an accepted penalty inside the last two 
minutes of either half.  The referee continues to have the authority to start or stop the game clock if a team attempts to 
conserve or consume time illegally.

Case Book: See SITUATIONS 3.3.3D, 3.3.4A, 3.3.4B, 3.4.2A, 3.4.2B, 3.4.2D, 3.4.6 COMMENT, 3.4.7A, 3.4.7B, 3.4.7C  
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Rules Reminder

ENCROACHMENT
RULE 7-1-6

 After the ready-for-play signal and after the snapper is in contact with 
the ball, it is encroachment if a defensive player contacts the ball or 
the snapper’s arms or hands until the snap is completed (Rule 2-40). 
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Rules Reminder:

RULE 7 - SECTION 1  BEFORE THE SNAP

ART. 6 . . . Following the ready for play and after the snapper has placed his hand(s) on the ball, encroachment occurs if:

a.  Any other player breaks the plane of the neutral zone;

b.  A defensive player makes contact with the ball prior to the end of the snap; or

c.  A defensive player makes contact with the hand(s) or arm(s) of the snapper prior to the snapper releasing the ball. …

Comment on Slide:

Rule change in 2017.  Defensive players are restricted from contacting the ball or the snapper's hand(s) or arm(s) until the 
snapper has released the ball.
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Rules Reminder

PASS INTERFERENCE
RULE 7-5-10

 Face guarding (without contact) in and of itself is no longer considered 
an act of forward pass interference. 
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Rules Reminder:

RULE 7 - SECTION 5  FORWARD-PASS CLASSIFICATION

ART. 10 . . . It is forward-pass interference if any player of A or B who is beyond the neutral zone interferes with an 
eligible opponent's opportunity to move toward, catch or bat the pass. …

Comment on Slide:

Rule change in 2017.  This change eliminated the previous foul for non-contact face guarding forward-pass interference.
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